
Foreword: 

Our Days of Awe

Some Thoughts on the Season 

Jewish religious life is regulated by two cycles: that of the 

sacred year and that of the human life span. In modern times 

the yearly cycle has lost much of the hold it once had over Jews. 
Just go to one of our non-Orthodox synagogues mi Sukkot or 
Shavuot and behold the emptiness that characterizes Jewish 
religious lie in our time. But never despair. Go to that same 
synaogue on the ollowing Shabbat and see the crowds lowing 
out into the street, relatives and friends having come to cele

brate a child's Bar or Bat Mitzvah. And the next day, a Snday 
in springtime, watch the cleanup crew rush as it prepares or a 
large wedding in the synagogue. If the yearly cycle of holy times 
and festivals seems to be in trouble among Jews, the life cycle is 
alive and well. Most Jews want to celebrate their children's 
births and coming of age in the synagogue. ots of Jews seem to 
want to be married in synagogues or by,rabbis, even if they are 
marrying non-Jews, and an overwhelming numer of Jews still 
want the eneit of Jewish clergy at their last rites, and burial in 
a Jewish cemetery. Jews who pay little attention to the cycle of 
the sacred year remain much attached to the Jewish echoes of 
the great moments in the cycle of their own and their amilies' 

lives.· 
The phenomenon that does not seem to  fit this all-too

amiliar pattern of modern Jewish lie is the packed synagogue on 
osh ha-Shanah and Yon Kippur, the "Days of Awe"-Yamm

Noraim in Hebrew-that orm the subject and title of this ok. 

• I owe this insight to a conversation with my riend Rabbi
awrence Kushner
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If the Days of Awe are a ,time ol that direct encounter with 
divine ower and with life's railty, the tradition seems to have 
sensed that it is a season when we are in need of much protec
tion. Tradition serves the dual unction of shielding us rom 
the intensity of that encounter with God at the same time that 
it ushers us toward it. And perhaps no other Jew in our centu
ry has as well understood these complex roles of ritual and tra
dition as S. Y. Agnon. Thoroughly at home in the many 
worlds of tradition, both from his childhood memories of 
pre-World War One Galicia and rom an expert knowledge of 
Jewish religious literature throughout the centuries, Agnon 
records traditions with a love and delicacy that betray his 
awareness that all tliis is very nearly lost. As a modern writer 
who was also a scholar and collector of liturgical and olkloric 
traditions, Agnon saw himself as a link between generations, 
one of the few who could hand over to the new Hebrew (and 
now English) reader the richness of the Jewish past. Whn you 
read Days of Awe, at home or in the synagogue, think of Agnon 
as an old Jew rom a world now vanished who happens to sit 
down next-to you. As you open his ook and egin to read, he 
leans over to you and says, in a Yiddish accent rarely heard 
anymore, "I remember ... " or "Somewhere I saw it written ... " 
and he begins to tell you a tale, an old preacher's parable, or a 
custom of onetime pious Jews that will open your heart to the 
splendor and richness, alongside the terror and awe with 
which Jews have crowned this season. 
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